
Identify and remediate threats before they become a breach and dramatically
simplify and enhance your security operations with nLighten, the world’s only
autonomous SIEM and MDR solution nLighten will help you: 

nLighten
The world's leading
Autonomous SIEM 
and MDR Solution 

The Challenge
Security teams are often under-resourced and overwhelmed with having to
detect, manage, and remediate every potential threat.  

Even with dozens of security products, you deal with too many false positives,
restrictive storage requirements that limit visibility and scale, and too much
manual effort that leaves gaps in your security posture. 

96%

The Solution

Automate Cases to Eliminate Alert Fatigue 
Free yourself from never-ending log and alert collection, false positives and
manual research. nLighten aggregates and prioritizes malicious activities,
reduces false positives by 95%, reduces MTTD and MTTR from months to
minutes, and automates 96% of actionable case creation. Our analytics engines
have analyzed billions of records and continually improve to precisely identify
legitimate threats.

automated case
creation

Find Threats That Others Miss 
Cybraics specializes in finding what other products miss. nLighten’s unique
combination of machine learning and AI-based analytics and proprietary
behavior tracing identifies the most sophisticated threats so you can stop them
before they become a breach. nLighten requires no baseline or continual tuning
to correlate and prioritize threats across your entire enterprise.

Reduce security & compliance risk

with 24/7/365 protection

Eliminate alert fatigue with 95%

reduction in false positive alerts

Increase operational efficiencies

with 97% reduction of typical

SIEM alerts

Setup & manage easily with same-

day deployment and your intuitive

real-time analytics dashboard



While we had a slew of

what we thought were

sophisticated tools in

place, none were able

to properly identify the

botnet that was quietly

infiltrating our

environment. 

With nLighten, we
were able to save
ourselves from what
could have been a
detrimental attack
and major news
headline.

–IT Executive, 

2400 East Commercial Blvd.
Suite 215, Ft Lauderdale, FL
33308

Increase Operational Efficiencies

No matter what size of team you have, nLighten will help you more efficiently
manage your security. We are the catalyst that unlocks the potential in your
security stack. 

With over 250 behavioral analytics and 80+ integrations with leading security
tools, we dramatically reduce the amount of typical SIEM alerts by 97% and
deliver the only comprehensive autonomous SIEM, MDR, compliance, and log
management solution.

And you’ll love our simple, intuitive executive dashboard with streaming
analytics to provide greater visibility, situational awareness, and real-time
analysis so you can resolve threats quickly

Cybraics was developed out of a long-term, award-winning machine learning and AI research
program designed to support the U.S. Department of Defense. With the rigorous demands of
national defense as our foundation, we’ve continued to improve and evolve our nLighten™
platform to be the world’s leading autonomous SIEM and MDR solution, with proven success
across industries like energy to entertainment, finance to healthcare, government to education
and more.

See Cybraics nLighten in action with a personalized demo or give us a call at (844) 283-0458. 
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